
 
WEDDING

VIDEO
PACKAGES

THE HUSBAND & WIFE VIDEO TEAM YOU NEED.

WWW.THIBECSPRODUCTION.COM



RICHMOND, VA BASED
(DON'T WORRY, WE'LL TRAVEL IF NEEDED)

Thiago & Becca here, we got married in 2016, so we

understand the stress of wedding planning. We also know

that we regret investing our money on things for our

wedding that later on wasn't so important. 

 
#1 item NOT on the regret list?

Our Videographer 
 

I already had my eyes on the company for a few months
& it was an investment ($$$) but it's one I'd do it again.

We still cry watching our highlight film every time
something we don't do with our pictures.

xx
Thibecs

 
For more details & to check out our work, go to our

website www.thibecsproduction.com
 

Follow us on our social media 
@thibecsproduction

The Hubby & Wifey team you need!
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SIMPLE
LOVE
WHAT'S INCLUDED

4 hours of coverage 
3-5 minute Cinematic Video Highlight
 (MUSIC ONLY)*
Two Videographers (Hubby & I) 
2 Handheld Cameras
4-6 weeks turnaround time
*NO DIALOGUE FROM VOWS/SPEECHES UNLESS ADDED TO PACKAGE
 *TRIP FEE FOR LOCATIONS 50 MILES OR MORE FROM 23228 ZIP CODE

$3 ,500



CRAZY IN
LOVE

WHAT'S INCLUDED

7 hours of coverage 
6-8 minute Cinematic Video Highlight
(MUSIC + DIALOGUE)*
Two Videographers (Hubby & I) 
4-6 weeks turnaround time
*TRIP FEE FOR LOCATIONS 50 MILES OR MORE FROM 23228 ZIP CODE

$4 ,650



ULTIMATE
LOVE

WHAT'S INCLUDED

10 hours of coverage
8-10 minutes Cinematic Video Highlight 
(MUSIC + DIALOGUE) 
Two Videographers (Hubby & I) 
 Drone Shot (Restrictions May Apply)
4-6 weeks turnaround time
*TRIP FEE FOR LOCATIONS 50 MILES OR MORE FROM 23228 ZIP CODE

$5 ,250



Add-Ons
FASTER VIDEO DELIVERY $500
3-5 days turnaround time

 
DRONE SHOT $300 

Only if location permits. Aerial scenes of the wedding location
 

‘REAL TIME’ EDIT OF CEREMONY + RECEPTION  $500
The real-time edit is a straightforward account of the main events of the
day, with no music added. This video includes (if applicable): Ceremony,
Grand Entrance, First Dance, Toasts, Cake Cutting, Bouquet/Garter Toss.

It WILL NOT contain cocktail hour, money dance, open dancing, games, or
anything else.  If you would like those events, we suggest you getting the
raw footage. The duration of the video varies based on how long it takes
to play out each event, and therefore there is no set length of the video.

 
Full Toast/Speech Video $300

 A separate edited video of the full toast/speeches
 

RAW FOOTAGE $300
 

All footage of the day will be delivered in format unedited, no music. It ’ l l
be separated into folders on a hard drive.  If raw footage is added to the

package, highlight videos will be delivered on a hard drive along with
raw footage. 

 
Dialogue $350 

The dialogue will be captured throughout the whole day for the highlight
video. Snippets of audio will be used throughout the Highlight video.

(Packages without dialogue, videos only have MUSIC background. There
will be no audio captured from the day.) 

 
ENGAGEMENT/SAVE THE DATE CINEMATIC HIGHLIGHT VIDEO $750

3-hour filming session(minimal filming session time to make sure we
capture enough for video) of the couple at their location of choice. This

is filmed before the wedding day (Couples can decide the day). 
 REHEARSAL DINNER $500

We go to your rehearsal dinner and capture the intimate  moments with
your family and friends.  Up to 3 hours of footage

 
EXTRA HOUR $350 

No partial time allowed. 
 



WE KNOW YOU WANT TO

We ask for 50% down at booking and the remainder is due one
week before your wedding day! Just tell us you're ready to book and

we'll take care of the rest
xx

HOW TO
BOOK


